Applying
Applications - Study

• Your department has nominated you, telling us where you want to spend your year

• For study placements this means you will be on a reciprocal exchange programme
  Warwick ← Partner

• Warwick selects its student for the exchange and our partners select the students coming to Warwick

• Each partner will have different deadlines, application processes and requirements, this is your 1st taste of your partner University and the country they are based in

• Do not expect all of your friends/colleagues to have the same deadlines or turnaround times. Partners deadlines will be set to fit in with their own processes
Applications - Work

If you have chosen to spend the year working or are applying for a British Council language Assistantship

• you need to make yourself aware of what is required of you

• your department needs to confirm that the job description you are given is acceptable for your study abroad

• do not expect all of your friends/colleagues to have the same deadlines or turnaround times

• all deadlines and application processes will be specific to your host it is your responsibility to meet these
Deadlines, risks and consequences

• We have evidence of hosts declining Warwick students because of:
  • missed deadlines
  • missing documents
  • incorrect submissions

• Hosts will contact you directly using your Warwick email address, keep checking it; monitor spam and junk folders

• The Study Abroad Team may not be able to find you an alternative if you are declined for your placement

• If you have not heard from your Host by the start of the Summer term you may want to go to a ‘drop-in’ session and speak to a co-ordinator.

Remember that it might be the standard in the country you are destined for, for administration to take longer or be dealt with later in the year
Language

• Recent years have seen an increase in the number of study abroad students who are asked for evidence of language ability
  • online testing
  • request for certification
  • confirmation from a tutor

• This will be part of the application process and you must action the request

• Evidence must be provided in the form specified by the partner

• Not all hosts ask for this, but it is becoming increasingly common
For Erasmus+ students only:

This is **compulsory** for all students who are undertaking a placement where they are not working/studying in their native language.

It covers the languages shown and follows two different parts of an online system:
- initial and final testing
- training courses

It is for statistics gathering only and does not affect your eligibility or suitability for your placement.
Automatic language course allocation - students with a result between CEFR levels A1 and B1 in the first language assessment in German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch or Portuguese, students with a result below CEFR level A2 in the first language assessment in Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Greek, Croatian, Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Slovak, Finnish and Swedish.

Warwick has a number of licenses that we can then offer to students who wish to actively participate in the scheme where it is not compulsory for them to do so.